From your First Year Chemistry Instructor (CHMA1000 and CHMA1001)

Chemistry:
If you are taking chemistry courses (CHMA1000, CHMA1001) you will need eye safety protection. This can be either plastic safety glasses or, if you wear prescription glasses, you can chose to either wear safety glasses over your regular eye glasses or you can use safety side shields on the bows of your glasses. (Both safety glasses and side shields are available in the campus bookstore; this is for your convenience or you may choose to bring some from home.)

Please note: For safety reasons, you ARE NOT ALLOWED to wear CONTACTS in chemistry labs on our campus. If you wear contacts and need vision correction, please plan to bring a set of prescription glasses to campus with you.

Chemistry labs start the first full week of classes in September, so there will not be time to have an eye test and order glasses before labs commence.

For CHMA1000 (General Chemistry) you will also be required to have a full length lab coat (any color) and closed toe footwear. (Lab coats may be purchased on campus or you may bring a new or used one with you.)

Fig. 1 Acceptable safety glasses
Fig. 2 Prescription glasses with side shields or safety glasses worn overtop of eye glasses